Stiff: the curious lives of human cadavers
Mary Roach (611 Roa)
"For two thousand years, cadavers-some willingly, some
unwittingly-have been involved in science’s boldest strides
and weirdest undertakings. In this fascinating account,
Mary Roach visits the good deeds of cadavers over the
centuries…"

We gotta get out of this place: the true,
tough story of women in rock
Gerri Hirshey (781.66 HIR)
"What would guitar technique look like today without
Maybelle Carter…?' Who would Elvis Presley… have been if
Big Mama Thornton had never recorded 'Hound Dog'…"

Shake the devil off: a true story of the
murder that rocked New Orleans
Ethan Brown (364.152 Bro)

How to read nonfiction
without getting bored.

"It was, according NOPD veterans, one of the most gruesome
crimes in the city’s history. Why had this well-liked and easy
going ex-soldier done this horrible thing?…"

Africa: a biography of the continent
John Reader (960 REA)
"We all originated in Africa, and no matter what our race,
our most ancient relationship is with that continent."

Confederates in the attic: dispatches from
the unfinished Civil War
Tony Horwitz (973.7 HOR)
"The Civil War still rages across the South in ways both
quirky and compelling… a ten-state adventure, from
Gettysburg to Vicksburg…"
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Never been into nonfiction? You may
not have been reading the right books.
See why real stuff is exciting…
The book of lost books: an incomplete
history of all the great books you'll never
read
Stuart Kelly (002.09 KEL)
"Part detective story, part history lesson, part exposé, The
book of lost books is the first guide to literature's what-ifs
and never-weres."
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An incomplete education: 3,684 things you
should have learned but probably didn’t
Judy Jones & William Wilson (031.02 JON)

Survival of the prettiest: the science of
beauty
Nancy Etcoff (391.6 ETC)

"Here’s your chance to… reacquaint yourself with all the
facts you once knew… and become the Renaissance man or
woman you always knew you could be!"

"Provocative, witty and insightful, Etcoff sheds light on every
aspect of human beauty, including why we devour fashion
magazines… and gaze longingly at objects of desire."

Not in Kansas anymore: a curious tale of
how magic is transforming America
Christine Wicker (133.409 WIC)

Alligators in the sewer and 222 other
urban legends: absolutely true stories…
Thomas J. Craughwell (398.2 CRA)

"…Wicker leaves no talisman unturned in her hunt to find
what’s authentic and what’s not in America’s burgeoning
magical reality."

"You've probably heard that the sewers of New York are
crawling with alligators, you get a 4.0 if your college
roommate commits suicide …"

Crying: the natural and cultural history of
tears
Tom Lutz (152.4 LUT)

Inventing English: a portable history of
the language
Seth Lerer (420.9 LEH)

"Tears will never seem so natural or spontaneous, or so
easily explained, once you’ve read it. ” – New York Times
Book Review

"…a masterful history of the English language from the age
of Beowulf to Eminem."

Simple gifts: a memoir of a shaker village
June Sprigg (289.809 SPR)
"Couch potatoes, goof-offs, freeloaders, good-for-nothings,
loafers, and loungers… a chorus of slackers has held the
pretensions of hardworking respectability up to scorn."

Can’t stop, won’t
stop: a history of
the Hip-Hop
generation
Jeff Chang (306.484
CHA)

The secret life of dust: from the cosmos to
the kitchen counter, the big consequences
of little things
Hannah Holmes (551.511 HOL)
"Humble dust, we discover, built the very planet we walk
upon. It tinkers with.the weather and spices the air…"

Sex: a natural history
Joann Ellison Rodgers (576.8 ROD)
"… Rodgers… deciphers… what it is that makes us male and
female and provid[es] fascinating insights into the biology
and physiology of flirtation, love, courtship, intercourse…"

"Based on original
interviews with DJs, b-boys,
rappers, graffiti writers,
activists, and gang
members, with
unforgettable portraits of
many of hip-hop’s
forbears… DJ Kool Herc,
Afrika Bambaataa, Chuck
D… Ice Cube…"

Pigeons: the fascinating saga of the
world's most revered and reviled bird
Andrew D. Blechman (598.65 BLE)

The spirit catches you and you fall down: a
Hmong child, her American doctors, and
the collision of two cultures
Anne Fadiman (306.461 FAD)

"As many as 100 million AKs have been produced by more
than twenty countries, and it has become a cultural icon."

"Lia’s parents and her doctors both wanted what was best for
Lia, but the lack of understanding between them led to
tragedy."

"…the pigeon is reviled… as a rat with wings. How did we…
misunderstand one of man's most steadfast companions?"

AK-47: the weapon that changed the face
of war
Larry Kahaner (623.442 KAH)

How things are made: from automobiles to
zippers
Sharon Rose and Neil Schlager (670 ROS)
"How much brass does it take to make a trumpet? How is a soft
contact lens shaped? What makes a bulletproof vest bulletproof?"

